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The Filtered-x Least Mean Fourth Algorithm 
for Active Noise Control and Its Convergence Analysis

*Kang Seung Lee and 네)ae Hee Youn

Abstract

In this paper, we propose the filtered-x least mean fourth (LMF) aigorithm where the error raised to the power of four is 
minimized and analyze its convergence behavior for a multiple sinusoidal acoustic noise and Gaussian measurement noise. 
Application of the filtered-x LMF adaptive filter to active noise control (ANC) requires estimating of the transfer charac
teristic of the acoustic path between the output and error signal of the adaptive controller. The results of the convergence 
analysis of the filtered-x LMF algorithm indicates that the effects of the parameter estimation inaccuracy on the conver
gence behavior of the algorithm are characterized by two distinct components: Phase estimation error and estimated gain. 
In particular, the convergence is shown to be strongly affected by the accuracy of the phase response estimate. Also, we 
newly show that convergence behavior can differ depending on the relative sizes of the Gaussian measurement noise and 
convergence constant.

I ・ Introduction

In active noise control, the acoustic noise to be can
celled is often generated by rotating machines and thus 
can be modeled as the sum of a fundamental sinusoid 
and its harmonics. In this paper we are concerned with 
cancellation of fan noise based on ANC filtering. Fan 
noise is frequently generated in the consumer electronic 
products such as air conditioners, vacuum cleaners and so 
on. Adaptive approaches have widely been used in ANC 
applications in which the unwanted noise sound is 
adaptively synthesized with the equal amplitude but 
opposite phase, resulting in the cancellation of the acoustic 
noise as shown in Fig. I1'1121. In Fig. 1, the input microphone 
can be replaced by other non-acoustical sensors such as 
tachometers or accelerometers in which case the possi
bility of the speaker output feedback to the input micro
phone is removed. The adaptive filter output drives the 
loudspeaker in such a way that the acoustic noise and the 
loudspeaker output can be summed to null at the error 
microphone.

Although any adaptive algorithm can be used in Fig. 1, 
the least mean square (LMS) algorithm has been the most 
popular one피'시. It has recently been found that the LMF 
algorithm in which the error raised to the power of four 

is minimized has better convergence properties151. It is 
noted, however, that the direct application of the LMS 
algorithm in Fig. 1 is not appropriate. The reason is that 
the acoustic path between the filter output and sum
mation point of the error signal is frequency sensitive, 
which acts to distort the phase and magnitude of the 
error signal. In turn, the distortion of the phase and mag
nitude in the error path can degrade the convergence per
formance of the LMS algorithm. As a result, the conver
gence rate is lowered, the residual error is increased, and 
the algorithm can even become unstable. For these reasons, 
it is necessary to use the so-called Filtered-x LMS algor
ithm*  **61 for which the transfer characteristics between the 
outp나t and the error signal of the adaptive controller 
must be estimated.
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In this paper, we propose a new filtered-x LMF algor
ithm for active cancellation of fan noise. It is noted that 
the fan noise can be modeled as the sum of a fundamen
tal sinusoid and its harmonics. We first derive an adapt
ive canceller structure and then analyze its convergence 
behavior when the acoustic noise can be modeled as the 
sum of a fundamental sinusoid and its harmonics. The 
convergence analysis is focused on the effects of par
ameter estimation inaccuracy on the performance.

II. ANC System Model and Algorithm

Since the loudspeaker-air-microphone path of Fig. 1 is
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Acoustic Path

Figure 1. Basic adaptive active noise controller configuration.

Figure 2. Rearranged form of the controller under linear system 
condition.

linear, one can easily get the equivalent system as shown 
in Fig. 2. When the noise consists of the multiple sinusoids, 
which is the case of fan noise, the acoustic and loud- 
speaker-acoustic-microphone can be described by the 
multiple in-phase (/) and quadrature (Q) weights as shown 
in the upper branch of Fig. 3.

For the 刀务Ih sinusoidal noise, the adaptive canceller 
structure also becomes to have two weights coA m(n) and 
此,mW, with I and Q inputs, m(n) and 
respectively. Thus the output of the m-th controller, ym 
(n) is expressed as

ymM = ｛以〃，께(w) xh m(n) + xQt m(n) (0

where

Figure 3. The diagram of adaptive active noise controller system 
under study.

w?： branch index = 1，2, 3M、

m： discrete time index,
A : amplitude,

norm시ized frequency,
W : random phase.

Also, referring to the notation in Fig. 3, the error signal e (n) 

is represented by

M 〜
e(«)=Em Q mM + CQt m 孩 mM] + Yl («) 

m~ I
M

m = 1
M

-E 在"" sin W，치3)或0辑海甲，”(湖 ｛山/3)3农 
m= I

+ 仆) (2)

wherc

M 
為(也)스/&) = £： 

m= I

X/, mM = Am cos(a)mn +。冼) 스 ‘4師 cos 甲辑(龙), 

旳, m(n) = Am sin(comn + 0拘) 스 4” sin ^(m),
eQ (n)' 90° phase-shifted version of et(n) 
i/(w) : zero-mean measurement noise.
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Assuming that m(n) and qq, m(h) are 이owly 
time-varying as compared to xco{ mM and m(n), the 
phase-shifted output is giver from (1) by

M
30(" = £ {wAw(w)

”z= 1
M

=L mM sin mM cos (3)
m= 1

It can be shown from (1), (2) and (3) that minimizing 
the fourth power error and using a 옹radicnl-dcsccnl 

method yields |3| a pair of the Gltcred-x LMF weight 
update equations for each m as

阻 忻3 + ! ) = 旳, mM + 貽职 T 3) { C,_ 까m(n) + %，搭以 mWk 
硏2,科3+1) 二 z电”:3) + 缶优 가'시 3) {勺”시0 m3) 一% 辑为5(初}’

(4) 
where m그 1, 2,..., M and "師 is a convergence constant.

It is noted that to implement the filtered-x LMF algor
ithm of (4), the values of c/t m and cQ m must be estimated. 
In the following, we tanalyze the effects of replacing c, m 
and cQ m in (4) with ct m and c。，m on the convergence 
behavior of the canceller.

HI. Convergence Analysis

A. The mean of weight error(Magnitude)
To sec how the adaptive algorithm derived in (4) 

converges for inaccurate c} m an(0 we first investigate 
the convergence of the expected values of the adaptive 
weights. To simplify the convergence equation, we may 
introduce two weight errors as

刀次(끼) 으 迪顷 3) — *；e，

阻 mM 스 却 0 mM ~w^m. (5)

Then, from (2), (5) and Fig. 3, we get

& mM =—々 mM 勺 mM 一阻 mM X^m(n\
孩辑3)드 一0顷3) 无0形(径) + 电”0)xhm(n). (6)

Inserting (5) into (4), we have

山,m(n+l) = * m(n) + 2pm e3(n) {q m xlrtn(n) + %、m xQ^m(n)}, 

阻辑3 +1) = 阻 m(n) + 部가，次3){Q師叱,mM-处m 勺(7)

Rearranging (7) with (2) and (6), taking expectation of 
both sides of the resultant two weight-error equations, we 
can get the convergence equation based on the indepen
dent assumption on the underlying signal ； (w), 〃(&), 心 

and 电 *

The Moment terms of order greater than 1 decrease 
much faster than the first order moment term in E[v, m(n)] 
and E[勺，Therefore, ignoring the moment terms 
order greater than 1, the convergence equation becomes

E[yAm(w + l) j _ f am pm 
끼〃0川 + 1)_| [ "firn El %?,垣3)]

(8)

where 

%” = 1 — 3佑”二 gm gm 气 cos △ 0c
1 — 3卩m/4*  gm Sm (丁; Sin △ 0c m.

Here, defining gain and phase response parameters as 

gm

Svn

（）c、m
스 Ian- ([으끄), 

^l, m

스 tk (f

△ m — Oc, m — 0c m-

Now, using the similarity transform to make E[v, m(w)] 
and E\vQ m(h^\ in decoupled forms, (8) can be expressed 
as follows.

E\vl m(n +1) 

이 00 垣S + i)

E[vkmM]
(9)

1 0
0 1—人0秫

where

"5= 3如，4二务” & f吳cos △Q*  士 j sin △久所],i = L Q.

Since 人/, m, in (9) is a complex number, the transformed 
weight error is also complex. When a complex number is 
given, we consider its real and imaginary parts individu
ally or investigate the convergence of magnitude of 
transformed weight error.

= 11 ~\m\\ E\v^m(n)]\, i = I, Q. (10)

As it is clearly seen in(10), the magnitude of weight 
error converges exponentially to 0 under following 
conditions.

I—시 V i, z = /, Q. (11)
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S이uaring both sides of(l 1) and rearranging the terms, 
the stabilizing condition are obtained.

… ,2 COS m 、
-L끄厂 or 12) 

3 牛 g„. 5

where

스 3 Pm /4 二 g꺼 gm 
사'f= 一赤63瓦爲—— '

We see that stabilizing condition of (12), unlike the 
filtered-x LMS, is affected by variance of measurement 
noise signal'개히. In a sufficiently large time constant r 
domain, time constant t for exponential convergence can 
be simplified and is derived131.

, 1
C _ I /r(, m — I —--------

口, nt
드 11 —盘 , ? = A Q- (13)

From (10) and (13) 나le time constant is

__________________ ]__________ ___ _

'1 - J「福4如&祝cos △、+ 9此」4把詩；& '

i = LQ

=------- =丄二=•一 一 . (14)
1 一、/1 -4 -Xm,/) cos2 A(?c m

B. Summed variance of weight errors
Next we investigate the convergence of the mean-square 

error (MSE), E[e2(n)]. Using (2) and (6), we can express 
the MSE as

M
£[e2(w)] = E 乌3)+ *

m-1 °
I M

=W E + (15)
Z m = I

where

{«(«)스 히，:，”(莒)] 十硏" 协(湖,

« 스 硏/

From (15), we find that studying the convergence of 
MSE is directly related to studying the sum of 
Inserting (1) and (2) into (5), and assuming that input signal 
xw(n), measure noise 〃0z), and weight errors m(w), vQt m 
(n) are independent of each other, we take the statistical 
average of both sides to obtain two equations for E[v^ 
(n + 1)], E[ (n + 1)]. Since there two equations are 
symmetrical, we add them and assume that E\v^(n + 1)1 

^E[v^ (n +1)]. Thus, eliminating the subscripts / and Q 
to simplify the second moment equation of weight error 
and rearranging the terms yields

+1)]

=» /土以g% g*  硏 vrn(洞 + 3E[v\ (n)]EI此(«)]}

-y 山，, #g，£”cos 스0s{硏/,3)] + (Ek《(湖)2} 

+ 半 片《就如피值溯 伍[财湖 + (硏以(，训 )2}

+ {1 - 6“，" 此 g” 如 E 3 2 3)] cos △ 0c, m

+ 3。片，4；洁％政硏泸3)]} E[v^M]

+ 26念如硏於(机 (頂)

Assuming that rj(n) is a Gaussian with zero average 
and 叫、m(w),(%, m(n) are Gaussian variables, vm(n) is 
also a Gaussian variable. Thus, (16) can be simplified by 
expressing E\v^(n)] as E\v^ (w)] Although E\vm(n}] 
decreases very rapidly, it is no zero from the beginning. 
Thus, a Gaussian random variable with zero

average, and its variance are adapted as follows:

△ wm (n) 스 vm (n) - Vm (m),

£[ (n)] = V； (m) + p 二(n) (17)

where Vm(n) 스 E\vn(n)|,
p^M 스 EL스」wm(n)].

From (17), we find that during the transient state, i.e. 
from beginning to the moment just before the steady 
state, p己(n) is much smaller than V： (n) and E{vm(n)\ 
can be regarded as V； (n). On the other hand, p，M 
becomes dominant over (n) in the steady state and E 
k板3)] can be regarded as 吐(n). Now, apply (17) to 
(16) and use the relationship between E[v^(n)] and E 
[(w)] of the Gaussian random variable191 to arrive at 
the following equation.

f；3 + i) + p己 3 + 1)

=5 心:g： / 化"+ 毗3)匕㈣ + 18 必")吁S)+ 6 P：S)} 

一(3缶, £,就 &cos 스0,，“-45“，4景《必 弓)

化：(”) +W)匕;(") + 2 以,3)}

+ (1 - 6 “，，,£ g” cos △組，" + 90“：工 g*  如 «) 

{匕：3)+ 0*3 )}

+ 30/CX g稅. (18)
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(1) Convergence during the transient state
The convergence equation (18) may be examined for 

two different cases, First, (n) and the last term of (18) 
can be removed for the transient state. Tims, the transient 
convergence equation is given by

匕：3 + l)M5 心:,g*g ，"3)

T3&，《，史虹cos △組，“-45崎睫：如叩錦") 

+ (1 -6nm g，*cos  △但，” + 90以서g"初：) 吁3).
(19)

On the right side of (19), either V； (n) or V： (m) 

becomes a dominant term in extreme cases. When the two 
terms have same values, we can write 匕:0z) as follow

y2山二v m th

시 \二6竺 IS® g 쯔空竺 △"“ * + 90 代 或 吐 야

5 卩/ 흐m (20)

Note that m does not affect '丄小 In (19), the first 
term (n) acts as the dominant term when (zz) is 
greater than V*  th. If is smaller than 压, then 나ic 

last (n) term becomes dominant. Fig. 4 is given to 
illustrate in terms of the convergence constant and the 
variance of measurement noise (t4 , which of the two 
terms, the first term (w) and the last term 匕;(w), is 
dominant when V払(〃)= 0.8. Point (a) is a region in 
which the term (w) dominates over the other and point 
(b) is when (w) term is the dominant one. Therefore, 
the transient convergence equation (19) can be written as:

Figured Dominant term decision diagram for filtered-x LMF 
algorithm of summed variance of weight errors at the 
transient-state.

T(，z + 1)M
5片己喑3)

.吁3)》以E (21a)

(1 - 6 g“ g” < cos △ (",，” + 90 以,£, g； g，河)匕;3)

，吟 (21b) 

Now, from (21a) we may derive the conditions for
stability and the time constant by rewriting it as

咋3）티5片£,就 g；｝,I）/2 ｛罗（0）｝3

1

7 5 flnt /〈m g後 gm
｛、/‘幻板七尻編郭）｝' (22)

Thus, (22) is stable under the following condition :

I <^£^(0)1(1,

（）〈“師〈 7：：-：-777 -
Js 此 g；g”T（o）

(23)

Note from the conditions for stability in (23) that the 
initial value of weight error acts as a limiting factor, 
along with the amplitude of input signal, the gain of the 
secondary path and the estimated gain of the secondary 
path. And, (21b) is stabilized when it satisfies the c이 

dition below ；

COS △ Or ,、
0〈h〈 ----------二 이■。"시 (24)

15 A2mgm gm a；

where

/、、 1 5 卩■队, Sm
.s — …人-n .

COS A uc m

From (13) and (21b), the time constant is given by；

1
s J - ，、

6% A^gmgm * {cos A0cm-15/im Aligmgm <tJ)

=2為二靜或，帀二云「- (25)

(2) Convergence in the steady state
In the steady state,吁(n) becomes sufficiently small 

and the terms that include (n) and (n) can be 
ignored in the convergence equation (18). The equation is 
then simplified as

4-1)= (1 -6/im Altgmgm 師 cos △《5

+ 90此疋吐3)
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3工成{l-G

+ 30以金矿必<7：. (26)

And, the summed variance of weight errors in the 
steady state, fm(co) is 2 pm(co) and it can be written as

10%끼 gq：
— 2 即(°。)= 二

gm { COS △ Qm T 5 如& gm gm 師 I

(27)

(3) Comparison of the FXLMF and FXLMS algorithm
Comparing the performance of adaptive algorithms 

usually involves two methods. The first method is to 
compare the state of convergence after setting equal 
values for the steady state, and the other one involves 
comparing the steady state values for same rate of con
vergence.

Like (18) in [8] the summed variance of weight errors 
of the FXLMS algorithm is a geometric series and the 
time constant can be defined while that of the FXLMF 
algorithm (18) is not a geometric series and therefore, the 
time constant may not be defined. Then we set the steady 
state values of the two algorithms equal and compare the 
convergence rates. From (27) and (20)in [이 we obtain 
following equation.

10" F* 、nt Sm(丁：

g/cos ^0c>m-\5 HFX,mAligmgtna^}

卩Sx, m Sm
~ 1

Sm { COS △()(：, m 卩5'x, m Sm(9 一COS 2 △ 0Ci ”)}
(28) 

where m and 卩皿 m are the convergence constants of 
FXLMF and FXLMS algorithms, respectively.

When the convergence constants m and “皿 m 
satisfy the stability conditions, the second terms on both 
sides of (28) are sufficiently smaller than the first terms 
and they are ignored to yield the following equation.

IV. Computer Simulation

In this section, we present the results obtained from 
computer simulation along with the theoretical analysis of 
FXLMF algorithm in the previous section.

case 1. the convergence property of FXLMF algorithm.
case 2. the performance comparison of FXLMF and 

FXLMS.

We set the frequencies of the first and second sinus
oidal signal at 120 Hz and 240 Hz, respectively, and selec
ted 2 KHz for sampling frequency. The input signal x(n) 
and desired signal d (m) are given by

2
X W = L cos((om W

m=\

/— ( z 240 it n 480 n n=”2 (cos (—2060— + °，)+ *(顶厂 + 妁}， 

2
d(n) = L {妨顷 + 心 Mm，} 

m - 1

= 0.6 x, I 3)—0.1 1 (n) + 0.3 xl 2(n)~0.3 xQ ^n). (30)

The secondary path is modeled as g] =gz= 1 Q. 1 =45° 
and 組 고 = 45°. The sim너ation was carried out by setting 

0.001 and 1 as the variances of measurement noise p；. 
And the initial value of weights is zero. The simulation 
res니ts were obtained by ensemble averaging 1000 inde
pendent runs.

I.the  convergence property of FXLMF algorithm
Fig. 5. showed the summed variance convergence curve 

of weight error for the FXLMF 시gorithm that resulted 
from the simulation when 卩亦，i =02 p； -0.001, and 
0c, 1 丨=15°. We see that I7 2(n) is the dominant term dur
ing the transient slate whereas p2(n) becomes dominant 
during the steady state.

Fig. 6. showed the summed variance convergence curve 
of weight error that resulted from the simulation when 
the phase estimation error IA0c m\ is (1) 0°, (2) 45°, (3) 
60°, (4) 75° under the same value in the steady state. It

Figure 5. Learning curves for FXLMF algorithm of summed vari
ance of weight errors when the convergence behavior are 
divided between ^2 (») and p2(n)
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Figure6. Learning curves for filtered-x LMF algorithm of 
summed variance of weight crrors.(^/r = 0.2,片=0.001) 
⑴丨△火”」(2)(3) I△的，」=60°. 
(4) |A^m| -75°.

satisfy the conditions given in (29) for a given variance of 
measurement signal. To be specific, we selected 0.2 and 
0.0002 for 崎 to make the steady-state values of two 
algorithm equal when 拓 is given as 0.001 and 1 and p,Sx 
is 0.002.

In Fig. 7, the convergence behavior curves of summed 
variance of weight error obtained from simulation are 
compared with each other when the phase estimation 
error 丨ml is 45°. When V}h is sufficiently smaller 
than 1, we see 나lai initially, the FXLMF algorithm 
converges much faster than the FXLMS algorithm but 
converges linearly on the logarithmic scale as the FXLMS 
algorithm does. When vfh is very large, however, the 

FXLMF algorithm converges linearly and more slowly 
than the FXLMS algorithm.

V. Conclusion

can be seen that the larger phase estimation error is, the 
slower the convergence speed is, and that the steady-state 
value is not afFected by the phase estimation error | A0c m\

2. the comparison of FXLMF and FXLMS
We have compared the convergence behavior of 

FXLMF algorithm and that of algorithm FXLMS 
through simulation. The convergence speed of the two 
algorithm were compared after setting the steady-state 
values equal. The convergence constants of FXLMF and 
FXLMS algorithm were carefully chosen so that they

Fig니re 7. Comparison of the FXLMS and FXLMF algorithm 
learning curves of the summed variance of weight errors.
(a) = 0.002,卩fx - °・2,莺=0.001, IA 0c, ml - 45°, and 

V}k =0.558.

(b) “sx：=。■애)2，"打 = 0.0002, = 1, L血, 扁 =45。, and
Vih -558.

The convergence result of the filtered-x LMF algorithm 
indicates that the effects of the parameter estimation inac
curacy on the convergence behavior of the algorithm are 
characterized by two distinct components: Phase esti
mation error and estimated gain. In particular, the con
vergence has been shown to be strongly affected by the 
accuracy of the phase response estimate. Also, it has been 
fo니nd that the mean sq니are convergence behavior can 
differ depending on the power of Gaussian measurement 
noise and the size of convergence constants. Accordingly, 
the transient behavior can be characterized by one of the 
two cases ：(1) initially, the Filtered-x LMF algorithm 
converges much faster than the FXLMS, but soon after 
that, it converges almost linearly on logarithmic scale like 
the FXLMS algorithm； (2) the FXLMF algorithm 
converges linearly and at a slower rate than the FXLMS. 
To sum up, different convergence behavior was observed 
depending on the variance of Gaussian measurement 
noise and the magnitude of convergence constant.
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